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What I did this summer: started a
company

ARAM BOGHOSIAN FOR THE BOSTON GLOBE

Blake Sims founded a summer program that teaches teens business concepts.

By Brooke JacksonGlidden GLOB E C OR R E S PON DE N T J UN E 1 0, 201 6

In July, a group of entrepreneurs will introduce their vision of the future to
investors. After a weeklong innovation sprint, working through a concept with the
advice and mentorship of business owners across Boston, the small group will
present a new app, website, or gadget in the startup incubator where they’ve been
working.
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From Moziah
Bridges, the 13yearold founder of Mo’s Bows (an Instagram
Comments
favorite), to Tavi Gevinson, who became a celebrated blogger at 12, the next big
thing is often coming from younger and younger minds. And a growing number of
summer programs in the Boston area offer crash courses for entrepreneurial teens
— from a bigname business program with international influence to weeklong
sessions founded by a startup CEO herself.
“It’s very meta,” admits Blake Sims, founder of a startup summer program called
epiic solutions, crafted in a Boston incubator called Impact Hub. Sims teaches her
weeklong sessions herself, targeting highschool students with an interest in
business. Each day starts at Boston incubators, universities, and businesses, where
kids work on pitches; in the afternoon, students venture into the city for field trips,
visiting experts in their chosen field.
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Sims, a former teacher and Harvard Graduate School of Education alum, came up
with the idea for her program while getting her master’s degree. She further honed
her skills teaching an entrepreneurial business class at St. Paul’s Advanced Studies
Program in New Hampshire, which hosts its 59th summer this year. St. Paul’s
allows students to focus on one field, which they study for around 100 hours. In the
entrepreneurship program — the course Sims taught — students followed a model
similar to epiic solutions: Find a problem, brainstorm ideas, seek out mentors, and
pitch solutions to investors.
Michael Richard, the director of St. Paul’s ASP, remembers Sims fondly.
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“She did a lot
of field work — she got [students] into the local community and
Comments
provided a handson element to the course, where it wasn’t simply classroom
based,” Richard said by phone.“They were working with real people trying to solve
their real problems, instead of working in hypotheticals.”
Still, Sims decided to build her program differently.
“A lot of programs that exist are based on university campuses, which are really
fun, but I don’t think the kids really understand what it’s like in the real world and
how 21st century jobs could look,” Sims says, sitting in a 17th floor office of 50 Milk
St., home to Impact Hub. She says that from experience: building epiic solutions
sends her all over town, and it means working small side jobs to fund her dream.
Then again, the startup life is not always glamorous. Some summer programs focus
on successes as opposed to the hitormiss startup process. The prestigious Boston
Leadership Institute’s STEM Entrepreneurship program offers a threeweek
intensive at Simmons College, introducing students to leaders around the city, with
speakers from companies like Vertex Pharmaceuticals and Staples. Students come
from around the world, and go on to colleges like MIT and Harvard.
“There was a need among really, really bright kids for competitive research
programs,” says Jane Bybee, PhD, a founding partner at BLI. “These kids, you
should see where they’re going. With a background like this, with credentials like
this, they really could be the next Bill Gates.”
At BLI, students spend most of their time working on their ideas  building a
business model, crafting a prototype, and preparing to pitch at the endofsession
showcase. Students enter the community as well, touring biotech labs and meeting
with local inspirations.
“We thought we’d play to the strengths of the Boston area,” Bybee says. “If we’re
getting a kid from Singapore, like we do, we wanted to provide something you
couldn’t find in Chicago. We’re giving examples of Bostonbased companies, using
professors from Babson, one of the best entrepreneurial schools in the country.”
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BLI’s STEMComments
Entrepreneurship program is very engineering and computer science
heavy, and the applications are rigorous for that reason: BLI candidates are
expected to succeed in honors, AP or IB math and science courses, and participate
in extracurricular clubs like Future Business Leaders of America. BLI has also
started to introduce startup figures  per students’ requests.
The real difference, then, between BLI and epiic, is that one plays with the idea of
startups, and the other lives it.
Either way, chances are the businesses you build will beat the lemonade stand
down the block.
Brooke JacksonGlidden can be reached at bjacksonglidden
@gmail.com
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The next generation’s Passover table: brought to you by the dishes grandma
used to make
One of the defining aspects of grandma cuisine is narrative. It’s not just about the
food, but the stories behind it.
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Schools seek balance for cellphones in class
Some educators maintain that smartphones in schools are crucial to being
competitive in a global market, while others insist they distract students.
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Combine a brewery, a New England tavern, and a barbecue joint, and you’ve
got Battle Road Brew House
This Maynard spot showcases wellmade beer. It’s a nice perk that the food is
good too.
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Brady and Bundchen get VIP treatment in Medford
The couple went unnoticed at Saturday’s Maria Gadú show at the Chevalier
Theater.

MORE...

Getting back out there
“It seems like every time I decide to invest in someone, I get burned.” MORE...

You could call US tourism a victim of Trump’s travel ban
Some travel industry experts say President Trump’s order could be as damaging
to US tourism as the Sept. 11 terror attacks.

MORE...

I survived after making tracks to Great Wolf Lodge
In the world of Massachusetts parenting, there are few things as divisive as Great
Wolf Lodge, the indoor water park chain that opened its first local branch in
Fitchburg in 2014.
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At Mida, exuberance — unrestrained
Douglass Williams wants his spot, on the South End/Roxbury line, to be “a world
class restaurant in a neighborhood setting.” No big deal.
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Need to focus? Fidget toys may help.
Small gadgets meant to burn off excess energy, and maybe help focus, are a new
favorite in the classroom — and the office.
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When a buttery ﬁsh meets a citrusy wine
Black cod and verdejo complement each other at Empire Asian Restaurant &
Lounge.

MORE...

White nationalists are now recruiting at college campuses
White nationalist groups have become an increasingly visible presence on college
campuses, using fliers, posters, and emails in an effort to recruit new blood.
MORE...

Quote of the day: Alec Baldwin
The actor discusses the infamous voicemail rant he left for his daughter when she
was 11 years old.
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Need a hug? Embrace these comfort food dishes
These are turbulent times . Thankfully, there’s comfort food. Here’s where to get a
hug in the form of a favorite food in Boston restaurants.
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For cheaper chops, make rack of lamb at home
The restaurant dish is expensive. Good thing it’s easy to master yourself.
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Chris Evans acts like a little kid when he talks about Tom Brady
The Sudbury native and “Captain America” actor hasn’t met Brady — at least not
yet.
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As ‘Mad Men’ moves into late ’60s, the cocktails evolve
The new season, set in 1968, saw cocktail culture in a precarious slide as a new
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generation
begannow
rebelling against their parents’ beverages.
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